Bristol paper pad (11x14) or wooden panels. I prefer the WOODEN PANELS. As they are costly at Jerry’s I have been getting them from Amazon. Here is what I have used:

- US Art Supply Birch Wood Panel Boards
  - 10x10, 1 1/2” deep
  - 12x12, 3/4” deep
  - 16x16, 1 1/2’ deep….all come in packs of 3.

I suggest using any of these sizes for class and you will want to be working on several at a time, so bring 3. PRE-GESSO THESE BEFORE THE WORKSHOP!!!

Meduims

- Acrylic paints of your choosing
- Acrylic Matte Medium…the best is Utrechts brand which can be ordered from Dick Blick. We will use this as our glue for collage papers and it is perfect. If you do not have time for shipping of this, I will bring extra. Please bring a jar to pour mine into. (Talenti gelato containers are the best as they have a lid)
- Clear painting medium…any brand although I like Atelier…this helps move your paint
- Drawing materials such a water soluble crayons, Stabbilo “woodies”, graphite, paint pens, markers, etc.

Loads of collage papers. Please include magazine pages, newspapers, catalogs, typography, etc. Do not include plastics, transparencies, fabrics or heavily textured pages. Michaels sells nice
sheets of designs in their scrapbooking section. I make copies so I can keep the originals...think colors, shapes, lettering, etc.

**Sandpaper** in several different grits, from coarse to fine. Home Depot sells a holder to attach the paper to which makes sanding easier.

- If you have a small electric sander, please bring it. I will bring one but several to take turns with would be helpful. We will be working in a downstairs room so the sanding will be done outside.

**Miscellaneous**

- a rubber “Catalyst” to scrap away the excess matte medium...available at Jerry’s. A credit card works also but the catalyst is easier on the hands.

- Spray bottle of rubbing alcohol and a spray bottle for water

- X-acto knife

- Brushes

- Palette

- Scissors

- Large roll of Viva paper towels

- Bucket for water